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The exhibitions 'Altermodern' (2009) at
Tate Britain ¡n London and 'Modernologies:
Contemporary Artists Researching Modernity'
(2009-10) at Museu d'ArtConternporani de
Barcelona (MACBA) both approached modernity as equivoca! and unresolved. Curators
Nicolás Bourriaud and Sabine Breitwieser
respectively proposed our current state of
suspense as a consequence of self-doubt,
while also reaffirming Europe as the main
site of production. However, Peruvian philosopher Aníbal Quijano pointed out in his 1991
essay 'Coloniality and Modernity/Ratíonality'
that modernity ¡s essentially ambiguous
because of its 'invisible side' - what he termed
'coloníalíty' - which is so often sweptto the
margins of history books.
The Barcelona-based collective of
curators and artists Declinación Magnética
(Magnetic Declination) explore these unseen
histories in 'Margin of Error', an exhibition of
six films made in collaboration with teenagers and history teachers. In Textbooks (2013),
the teenage participants are shown custom¡zing 20th-century textbooks from Spain and
its former Latin American colonies. Displayed
in the gallery space, these scribbled-on, cutup and blacked-out texts trace the objectives
of the project: to not only explore the history
book, the classroom and traditional teaching
techniques as technologies of modernity/
cotoniality butto intervene creatively in
the process through which a representation
comes to be absorbed and accepted by
an individual.
In the film Chance (2013), a spínníngtop
loses its balance and rests on its side where
the word 'invasión' has been printed. In an
open studio the schoolteachers, teenagers
and other cotlaborators take their cue and
begin a discussion of the use of the word
throughout the gathered textbooks. The
camera returns to the spinning top, which
falls this time on ¡ts underside, guiding the
conversation towards a comparison between
Spanish textbooks'common deployment
of the word 'discovery' and the more critical
representations found in those from the
Latin American countries. In a displacement
of the traditional classroom technique of

memorization, the same characters are
shown struggling to recite the textbook's
ISBN numbers or studyingthe publishers'
addresses (Memory I, 2013).
In Tableau Vivant (2013), the teens act
out key moments from Spain's colonial past,
freezing like statues to represent 'encounter',
'arrival' or 'conquest'. Every moment of hesitation is a frieze of sorts: history visualized
as an awkward, amateur rehearsal. Through
strategies of parody and re-performance,
Declinación Magnética hold the varying
representations of colonial violence and its
axes of resistance ¡n a state of suspense.
But ¡s the suspense and hesitation
characteristic of a post-modern critique of
totality limited to the history of Europe and
European ¡deas? While Declinación
Magnética position themselves as developing post- and de-colonial methodologies for
discursiva intervention ¡n Spain, their decisión
to reitérate the centrality of European hístoríography and repeat its own accounts of sovereignty reveáis the deep contradictions at
the heart of the project. As Boris Groyswrites
in The Post-Communist Cond/f/on (2004), the
difficulty of imagining other post-national
modes of socíality has served to naturaliza
nation states to the point of converting them
into the 'real protagonists of history'. As the
teenagers in Tableau Vivant pace in a circle,
pausingto perform Spain's origin stories,
is it not the nation state that remains at the
centre - repeated out of context, a ghost,
a negation, but nevertheless present as the
'real protagonist'?
A blacked-out textbook, a conversation
chaired by a spinning top, absurd memory
games and performing the colonial frieze:
Declinación Magnética's creative and collaborative methodologies reflect a constant
movement between performance and
rehearsal, between memory as script and
script as contingency, between the discursiva
positions made available bydominant
European historiography and the off-space,
the elsewhere, the margins. It is here, as
hesitation gives way to micro-movement,
that alternative protagonists emerge practically undetectable.
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The Kunsthal Aarhus sits in the multicoloured
shadow of Olafur Eliasson's installation Your
Rainbow Panorama (2006-11), the elevated
circular walkway that graces the roof of the
ten-storeyARoS museum acrossthe street.
Nearly 100 years oíd, the Kunsthal started as
a local artists'association.Thanks in partto
the arrival of new Artistic Director Joasia
Krysa, it has recently embarked on a more
ambitious programme, setting up a series of
four smartly curated group exhibitions on a
single theme over the course of a year.
Now in itsthird instalment, the'Systemics'
series, the exhibition guide explains, departs
from the theory that 'all things are connected
as part of the wider system'. The f i rst two
exhibitions explorad the relationshíp between
humans and machines, and the production
of knowledge, respectively. The third show,
'Against the Idea of Growth, Towards Poetry
(Or, How To Build a Universe that Doesn't Fall
Apart Two Days Later}', looks at 'our reliance
on algorithmic logic, and how artists might
present alternative economías and "different
models of valué"'. Inspirad by Franco 'Bifo'
Berardi's 2012 manifestó The Uprising: On
Poetry and Piñonee, which proposes that the
language of poetry can suggest an alternative
to our capitalist system, the show extends
the metaphor from poetry to visual art as
a way of positing systems that may not have
a definitive logic or use valué, but which
at least allow us to envision other ways of
organizingthe world.
The works in the show are positioned
between two major pieces, one personal,
one political: the lo-fi world of Song Dong's
everyday Ítems in Ufaste Not (2005) and
the high-tech futura represented ¡n Mika
Taanila's The Most Etectrífied Town ¡n F/níand
(2004-12). Between these two polas, each
art work suggests a drive toward accumulation, exponential increases and a sense that
progress continúes unimpeded but without
direction. Song's vast ¡nstatlation filis the
Kunsthal's basement: bird cages, floor mats,
pots and pans, dusty chaírs, oil cans, bicycle
bells, plástic bags are categorically grouped
and neatly arranged so that every Ítem is
visible. The piece ¡s a collaboratíve project
by the artist and hís mother (whose belongings are on display), whích Song began as
a means of helping his mother cope with her
husband's death. In a lengthy walltext, Song
describes the 'burden' of hís mother's 'waste
not' philosophy and tendency to save everything, Ironically, it's a strangely impersonal
accumulation.This collectíon of bottle caps,
keys and remote controls does not provide a
revelatory or voyeuristíc look into the mother's
emotional world, but seems to be more
about the artist's own grief and compulsions.
Mika Taanila's three-channel video
installation The Most Electrífied Town in
Finland maps the overpowering need to extend
our resources. It documents the construction
of the Olkiluoto 3 nuclear reactor ¡n Eurajoki,
the third of these to be built in atown of 6,000
people. On the central screen we see timelapsefootage of the reactor takingshape,
from the construction of the external skeleton
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